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Abstract
A central problem to understanding intelligence is the concept of generalisation.
This allows previously learnt structure to be exploited to solve tasks in novel sit-
uations differing in their particularities. We take inspiration from neuroscience,
specifically the hippocampal-entorhinal system known to be important for generali-
sation. We propose that to generalise structural knowledge, the representations of
the structure of the world, i.e. how entities in the world relate to each other, need to
be separated from representations of the entities themselves. We show, under these
principles, artificial neural networks embedded with hierarchy and fast Hebbian
memory, can learn the statistics of memories and generalise structural knowl-
edge. Spatial neuronal representations mirroring those found in the brain emerge,
suggesting spatial cognition is an instance of more general organising principles.
We further unify many entorhinal cell types as basis functions for constructing
transition graphs, and show these representations effectively utilise memories.
We experimentally support model assumptions, showing a preserved relationship
between entorhinal grid and hippocampal place cells across environments.
1 Introduction
Animals have a remarkable ability to flexibly take knowledge from one domain and generalise it to
another. This is not yet the case for machines. The advantages of generalising knowledge are clear
- it allows one to make quick inferences in new situations, without having to always learn afresh.
Generalisation of statistical structure (the relationships between objects in the world) imbues an agent
with the ability to fit things/concepts together that share the same statistical structure, but differ in the
particularities, e.g. when one hears a new story, they can fit it in with what they already know about
stories in general, such as there is a beginning, middle and end - when the funny story appears while
listening to the the news, it can be inferred that the programme is about to end.
Generalisation is a topic of much interest. Advances in machine learning and artificial intelligence
(AI) have been impressive [26, 31], however there is scepticism over whether ’true’ underlying
structure is being learned. We propose that in order to learn and generalise structural knowledge, this
structure must be represented explicitly, i.e. separated from the representations of sensory objects in
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the world. In worlds that share the same structure but differ in sensory objects, explicitly represented
structure can be combined with sensory information in a conjunctive code unique to each environment.
Thus sensory observations are fit with prior learned structural knowledge, leading to generalisation.
In order to understand how we may construct such a system, we take inspiration from neuroscience.
The hippocampus is known to be important for generalisation, memory, problems of causality, infer-
ential reasoning, transitive reasoning, conceptual knowledge representation, one-shot imagination,
and navigation [14, 8, 19, 28]. We propose the statistics of memories in hippocampus are extracted by
cortex [30], and future hippocampal representations/memories are constrained to be consistent with
the learned structural knowledge. We find this an interesting system to model using artificial neural
networks (ANNs), as it may offer insights into generalisation for machines, further our understanding
of the biological system itself, and continue to link neuroscience and AI research [20, 41].
1.1 Background
In spatial navigation there is a good understanding of neuronal representations in both hippocampus
(e.g. place, landmark cells) and medial entorhinal cortex (e.g. grid, border, object vector cells). Thus
when modelling this system, we start with problems akin to navigation so we can both leverage and
compare our results to these known representations (noting our approach is more general). Place [32]
and grid cells [18] have had a radical impact in neuroscience, leading to the 2014 Nobel Prize in
Physiology and Medicine. Place and grid cells are similar in that they have a stable firing pattern
for specific regions of space. Place cells tend to only fire in a single (or couple) location in a given
environment, whereas grids cells fire in a regular lattice pattern tiling the space. These cells cemented
the idea of a ’cognitive map’, where an animal holds an internal representation of the space it navigates
[39]. Traditionally these cells were believed to be spatial only. It has since emerged that place and
grid cells code for both spatial and entirely non-spatial dimensions such as sound frequency [2], and
furthermore grid-like codes for two dimensional (2D) non-spatial coordinate systems exist [10]. It
therefore seems that place and grid codes may provide a general way of representing information.
Other entorhinal cell types (border [34], object vector cells [21]) appear to have disparate roles in
coding space. Here we unify them, along with grid cells, as basis functions for transition statistics.
Grid cells may offer a generalisable structural code. Indeed grid cell representations are similar in
environments that share structure ([16], section 5). Recent results suggest such codes summarise
statistics of 2D space, either via a PCA of hippocampal place cells [13] or as eigenvectors of the
successor representation [35]. These summary statistics represent rules of 2D-ness (not just ’spatial’
space), e.g. if A is close to B, and B is close to C, we can infer A and C are close. Place cells
may offer a conjunctive representation. Their activity is modulated by the sensory environment as
well as location [42, 25]. Additionally the place cell code is different for two structurally identical
environments - this is called remapping [7, 29]. Remapping is traditionally thought to be random.
However, we propose place cells form a conjunctive representation between structural (grid cells)
and sensory input, and therefore remap to non-random locations consistent with this conjunction.
1.2 Contributions
We implement our proposal in an ANN tasked with predicting sensory observations when walking
on 2D graph worlds, where each vertex is associated with a sensory experience. To make accurate
predictions, the agent should learn the underlying hidden structure of the graphs. We separate structure
from sensory identity, proposing grid cells encode structure, and place cells form a conjunctive
representation between sensory identity and structure (Fig 1a). This conjunctive representation forms
a Hebbian memory, which bridges structure and identity, allowing the same structural code to be
reused across environments that share statistics but differ in sensory experiences. We combine fast
Hebbian learning of episodic memories, with gradient descent which slowly learns to extract statistics
of these memories. Our network learns representations that mirror those found in the brain, with
different entorhinal-like representations forming depending on transition statistics. We further present
analyses of a remapping experiment [6], which support our model assumptions, showing place cells
remap to locations consistent with a grid code, i.e. not randomly as previously thought.
The key conceptual novelties are as follows. Neuroscience: We found an interpretation of grid cells,
place cells and remapping that offers a mechanistic understanding for the hippocampal involvement in
generalisation of knowledge across domains. We provide a unifying framework for many entorhinal
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Trials
(b) Schematic of task and model approach
Figure 1: (a) Separated structural and sensory representations combined in a conjunctive code.
LEC/MEC: Lateral/Medial entorhinal cortex, HPC: Hippocampus. (b) Problem the model faces -
extracting generalisable statistics across domains, while rapidly learning the map within domain.
cell types (grid cells, border cells, object vector cells) as building basis functions for transitions
statistics. Our results suggest spatial representations found in the brain may be an instance of a more
general coding mechanism organising knowledge across multiple domains. Machine learning: We
have built a network where fast Hebbian learning interacts with slow statistical learning. This allows
us to learn representations whereby memories are not only stored in a Hebbian network for one-shot
retrieval within domain, but also benefit from statistical knowledge that is shared across domains -
allowing zero shot inference.
2 Related work
Concurrently developed papers discovered grid-like and/or place-like representations in ANNs [5, 11].
Neither paper uses memory or explains place cell phenomena. Both, however, use supervised learning
in order to discover these representations, either supervising on actual x, y coordinates [11] or
ground truth place cells [5]. We use unsupervised learning, providing the network with only sensory
observations and actions. This is information available to a biological agent, unlike ground truth
spatial representations. We further propose a role for grid cells in generalisation, not just navigation.
Our modelling approach is simliar to [17, 15]. However, we choose our memory storage and
addressing to be computationally biologically plausible (rather than using other types of differentiable
memory more akin to RAM), as well as using hierarchical processing. This enables our model to
discover representations that are useful for both navigation and addressing memories. We also are
explicit in separating out the abstract structure of the space from any specific content (Fig 1a).
We follow a similar ideology to complementray learning systems [30] where the statistics of memories
in hippocampus are extracted by cortex. We additionally propose that this learnt structural knowledge
constrains hippocampal representations in new contexts, allowing reuse of learnt knowledge.
3 Model
We consider an agent passively moving on a 2D graph (Fig 1b), observing a non-unique sensory
stimulus (e.g. an image) on each vertex. If the agent wishes to ’understand’ its environment then it
should maximise its model’s probability of observing each stimulus. The agent is trained on many
environments sharing the same structure, i.e. 2D graphs, however the stimulus distribution is different
(each vertex is randomly assigned a stimulus). There are various approaches to this problem, however
a generalisable one should exploit the underlying structure of the task - the 2D-ness of the space. One
such approach is to have an abstract representation of space encoding relative locations, and then to
place a memory of what stimulus was observed at that (relative) location. Since the agent understands
where it is in space, this allows for accurate state predictions to previously visited nodes even if the
agent has never travelled along that particular edge before (e.g. loop closure in Figs 1b pink and 2c).
Although we consider 2D graphs to compare learned representations to those found in the brain, our
approach is appropriate for generalising other stuctural/relational/conceptual knowledge [28].
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Figure 2: Learning good representations. Small/large circles: high/low frequency cells. Grid cells
(MEC) need to create (a) conjunctive Hebbian memories (in HPC, weights Mt between place cells)
such that the same grid code can reinstate (b) the same memory via attractor dynamics. Grid cells are
recurrent (c), and so must learn transition weights such that they have the same code when returning
to a state (loop closure). This code must be general enough to work across many environments.
We propose grid cells as bases for constructing abstract representations of space, and place cell
representations for the formation of fast episodic memories (Fig 2a). To link a stimulus to a given
(relative) location, a memory should be a conjunction of abstract (relative) location and sensory
stimulus, thus we propose place cells form a conjunctive representation between the sensorium and
grid input (Figs 1a and 2a). This is consistent with experimental evidence [42, 25]. We posit that
this is done hierarchically across spatial frequencies, such that the higher frequency statistics can
be repeatedly used across space. This reduces the number of weights that need to be learnt. This
proposition is consistent with the hierarchical scales observed across both grid cells [37] and place
cells [24], and with the entorhinal cortex receiving sensory information in hierarchical temporal
scales [40]. We consider grid cells to be recurrent through time, allowing predictive state transitions
to occur via grid cells (Fig 2c). This is consistent with grid codes being a natural basis for navigation
in 2D spaces [36, 9].
We view the hippocampal-entorhinal system as one that performs inference. Grid cells make
inferences based on their previous estimate of location in abstract space (and optionally sensory
information linked to previous locations via memory). Place cells, a conjunction between the sensory
data and location in abstract space, are stored as memories. We consider sensory data, the item/object
experience of a state, as coming from the ’what stream’ via lateral entorhinal cortex. The grid cells in
our model, are the ’where stream’ coming from medial entorhinal cortex (Fig 2). Our hippocampal
conjunctive memory links ’what’ to ’where’, such that when we revisit ’where’ we remember ’what’.
3.1 Model summary
The model is a neural network and learns structure across tasks. We optimise end-to-end via
backpropagation through time. The central (attractor) network employs Hebbian learning to rapidly
remember the conjunction of location and sensory stimulus. A generative temporal model learns how
to use the Hebbian memory most efficiently given the common statistics of transitions across worlds.
3.2 Generative model
We consider the agent to have a generative model (Fig 3a, schematic in Figs 2b, 2c) which factorises
as pθ
(
x≤T ,p≤T ,g≤T
)
=
∏T
t=1 pθ (xt | pt) pθ (pt | Mt−1,gt) pθ
(
gt | gt−1,at
)
where observed
variable xt is the instantaneous sensory stimulus and latent variables gt and pt are grid and place
cells. Mt represents the agent’s memory composed from past place cell representations. at represents
the current action - our version of head-direction cells [38]. θ are parameters of the generative model.
We now give concise, but intuitive descriptions of the model components. Expanded details in
Appendix A. Sensory data xt is a one-hot vector where each of its ns elements represent a sensory
identity. We consider place and grid cells, pt and gt respectively, to come in different frequencies
(hierarchies) indexed by superscript f . Though we already refer to these variables as grid and place
cells, it is important to note that grid-ness and place-ness are not hard-coded - all representations are
learned. f(· · · ) denotes functions specific to the distribution in question.
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Grid cells. To predict where we will be, we can transition from our current location based
on our heading (i.e. path integration, schematic in Fig 2c). pθ
(
gt | gt−1,at
)
is a Gaussian
transition probability density, with transitions taking the form gt = fµg (gt−1+Da gt−1) +
σ · εt with εt ∼ N (0, I), V ec[Da] = fD(at) and σ = fσg (gt−1). Connections in Da
are from low frequency to the same or higher frequency only (or alternatively only within
frequency). We separate into hierarchical scales so that high frequency statistics can be
reused across lower frequency statistics, i.e. learning and knowledge is reused across space.
Mt-1 Mt
gt gt+1
pt pt+1
xt xt+1
at at+1
(a) Generative model
Mt-1 Mt
gt gt+1
pt pt+1
xt xt+1
xft+1xft
at at+1
(b) Inference network
Figure 3: Circled/ boxed variables are stochastic/ de-
terministic. Red arrows indicate additional inference
dependencies. Dashed arrows continue through time.
Dotted arrow are optional as explained below.
Place cells. pθ (pt | Mt−1,gt) is a Gaussian
probability density for retrieving memories.
Stored memories are extracted via an attractor
network (Fig 2b) using fg(gt) as input - i.e.
grid cells act as an index for memory extrac-
tion (Details in Section 3.4).
Data. We classify a stimulus identity using
pθ (xt | pt) ∼ Cat (fx(pt)).
3.3 Inference network
Due to the inclusion of memories, as
well as other non-linearities, the posterior
p (gt,pt | x≤t,a≤t) is intractable - we there-
fore turn to approximate inference. To infer
on this generative model, we make critical de-
cisions that respect our proposal of structural information separated from sensory information as
well as respecting biological considerations. We use a recognition distribution that factorises as
qφ
(
g≤T ,p≤T | x≤T
)
=
∏T
t=1 qφ
(
gt | x≤t,Mt−1,gt−1
)
qφ (pt | x≤t,gt). Fig 3b for inference
network schematic. φ denote parameters of the inference network. We learn θ and φ, by maximising
the ELBO with the variational autoencoder framework [23, 33] (details in Appendix A.4).
Place cells. We treat these variables as a conjunction between sensorium and structural information
from grid cells (Fig 2a). The sensorium is obtained by first compressing the immediate sensory data,
xt, to fc(xt), after which it is filtered via exponential smoothing into different frequency bands,
xft . After a normalisation step, each x
f
t is combined conjunctively with g
f
t to give the mean of the
distribution qφ (pt | x≤t,gt). The separation into hierarchical scales helps to provide a unique code
for each position, even if the same stimulus appears in several locations of one environment, since the
surrounding stimuli, and therefore the lower frequency place cells, are likely to be different. Since
the place cell representations form memories, one can utilise the hierarchical scales for memory
retrieval. We note that although the exponential smoothing appears over-simplified, it approximates
the Laplace transform with real coefficients. Cells of this nature have been discovered in LEC [40].
Grid cells. We factorise qφ
(
gt | x≤t,Mt−1,gt−1
)
as qφ
(
gt | gt−1,at
)
qφ (gt | x≤t,Mt−1). To
know where we are, we can path integrate (qφ
(
gt | gt−1,at
)
- equivalent to the generative dis-
tribution described above) as well as use sensory information that we may have seen previously
(qφ (gt | x≤t,Mt−1)). The second distribution (optional addition) provides information on location
given the sensorium. Since memories link location and sensorium, successfully retrieving a memory
given sensory input allows us to refine our location estimate. Experimentally this improves training.
3.4 Hebbian memories
Storage. Memories of place cell representations are stored in Hebbian weights between place cells
(Mt in Fig 2a), similar to [3]. We choose Hebbian learning, not only for its biological plausibility,
but to also allow rapid learning when entering a new environment . We use the following learning
rule to update the memory: Mt = λMt−1+η(pt−pˆt)(pt+pˆt)T , where pˆt represents place cells
generated from inferred grid cells. λ and η are the rate of forgetting and remembering respectively.
Connections from high to low frequencies are set to zero, so that memories are retrieved hierarchically.
We note than many other types of Hebbian rules work. In Appendix A we describe changes to the
learning rule if the additional distribution qφ (gt | x≤t,Mt−1) is included for inference of grid cells.
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(a) Schematic (b) Grid cells (c) Banding
Figure 4: Top panel all one environment, bottom panels another environment. (a) Schematic of two
environments (not actual size). (b) Same three grid cells from each environment. High frequency grid
on left, lower frequency on the right. Same grid code used in environments of different sizes implies
a general way of representing space, i.e. not just a template of each environment. These are square
grids as we have chosen a four way embedding of actions and four connected space. (c) Banded cell.
Retrieval. To retrieve memories, similarly to [3], we use an attractor network of the form hτ =
fp (αhτ−1 +Mt hτ−1), where τ is the iteration of the attractor network and α is a decay term.
The input to the attractor, h0, is from the grid cells or sensorium (with their dimensions scaled
appropriately) depending on whether memories are being retrieved for generative or inference
purposes respectively. The output of the attractor is the retrieved memory (place cell code).
3.5 Model implications
We offer a solution to the problem of how structural codes are shared, via grid cells, to remapped
place cells. Even with identical structure, since sensory stimuli accross environments are different,
the conjunctive code is different. Thus we believe that place cell remapping is not random, instead
place cells are chosen that are consistent with both grid and sensory codes. This is a different notion
to other remapping models [1], where random grid modular realignment produces a new set of place
cells, and learning, that anchors these new representations, starts afresh in each environment. Our
method allows for dramatically faster learning, as learnt structure can be re-used in new environments.
In section 5, we present experimental evidence in concordance with our model.
In addition to offering a novel theory for place cell remapping, our model also provides an explanation
for what determines place field sizes. Specifically, a given place cell will be active in the regions
of space that are consistent with both with the grid representation (structure) received by that place
cell and the sensory experience coded for by that place cell. It further offers explanation for why a
given place cell may have multiple place fields within one environment, as there may be multiple
locations where this consistency holds. Therefore our model offers a novel framework for designing
experiments to manipulate place field sizes and locations, for example, based on simultaneously
recorded grid cells and environmental cues.
We believe that using more biologically realistic computational mechanisms (e.g. Hebbian Memory,
no LSTM) will facilitate further incorporation of neuroscience-inspired phenomena, such as successor
representations or replay, which may be useful for building AI systems.
4 Model experiments
We show that by predicting sensory observations in environments that share structure, the model
learns to generalise structural knowledge. This knowledge is represented similarly to spatial cells
observed in the brain, suggesting these cells play a key role in generalisation. We further show our
model exhibits fast (one-shot) learning and performs inference of unseen relationships. Although we
presented a probabilistic formulation, best results were obtained when only considering the means of
each distribution. Further implementation details in Appendix B. We have taken a didactic approach
to our model, thus we do not expect stellar model performance, nevertheless the model performs well.
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Env 1
Env 2
(a) Place cell remapping (b) Landmark cells (c) Object vector cells (d) Border cells
Figure 5: Hippocampal cells (a, b) depend on sensory experience, whereas entorhinal cells (c, d)
generalise over sensory experience. Example cells from two different environments (top/bottom).
a) Place cells demonstrating remapping, as also observed in the brain. These are typical in the
model. Left/right: High/low frequency cell. b) Hippocampal landmark cells fire at a specific distance
and direction from objects, not generalising over object identities. c) Object vector cells, however,
generalise both within and across environments. d) Border cells.
Learned spatial representations. We show the representations learned by our network in Fig 4
and 5 by plotting spatial activity maps of particular neurons. In Fig 4b we present grid cells. The
top panel shows cells from one environment, and the bottom panels from a different and slightly
smaller environment. We see that our network chooses to represent information in a grid-like pattern
(square-grids as the statistics of our space is square). We can also observe spatial firing fields at
different frequencies. Representations are consistent across environments, regardless of their size
- thus we have a generalisable representation of 2D space, not just a template of a particular sized
environment. Fig 4c shows banded cells from our model which are also observed in the brain
alongside grid cells [27]. Further learned representations are shown in Appendix C.
We observe the appearance of phases in the grid cells (middle and right panels of Fig 4b), i.e. we find
grid representations that are shifted versions of each other, as in the brain [18]. The separation into
different phases means that two conjunctive place cells that respond to the same stimulus, will not
necessarily be active simultaneously - each cell will only be active when their corresponding grid
phase is active. Thus one can uniquely code for the same stimulus in many different locations. Across
two environments, a given stimulus may occur at the same grid phase but at a different location. Thus,
due to their conjunctive nature, place cells may remap across environments, as in the brain. We show
this in Fig 5a. Further learned place representations are shown in Appendix D.
Transition statistics determine basis functions. By changing transition statistics, other entorhinal
cell types are observed in our model. Encouraging the agent to spend more time near boundaries leads
to the emergence of border cells [34] (Fig 5d). Biasing towards particular sensory experiences leads
to the discovery of object vector cells [21] (Fig 5c). Similarly to experimental evidence, although
these object vector cells in our ’grid’ cell layer generalise over objects, the equivalent landmark cells
[12] in our ’place’ cell layer do not - they are object specific (Fig 5b). Our results suggest that the
’zoo’ of different cell types found in entorhinal cortex may be viewed under a unified framework
- summarising the common statistics of tasks into basis functions that can be flexibly combined
depending on the particular structural constraints of the environment the animal/agent faces. After
an initial guess of task structure, appropriate weighting of the bases can be inferred on-line (e.g. by
sensory cues / performance) to parsimoniously describe the current task structure.
One-shot learning. We test whether the network can remember what it has just seen. We consider
occasions when the agent stays still at a node for the first time, as a function of the number of times
that node has previously been visited (Fig 6a). We see that the agent is able to predict at a high
accuracy even if it has only just visited the node for the first time. This indicates we are able to do
one-shot-learning with Hebbian memory, demonstrating our model can learn episodic memories.
Zero-shot inference. Having learned the structure of our space, we should be able to correctly
predict previously visited nodes even if we approach from a non-traversed edge - i.e. infer a link
in the graph on loop closure. We present such data in Fig 6b. We plot the prediction accuracy of
such link inferences as a function of the fraction of the total nodes visited in the graph. We achieve
considerably better than chance (1/ns = 0.02) prediction, which remains stable throughout graph
traversal. This shows that structural information is used for inferring unseen relationships.
Long term memories. Despite using BPTT truncated at 25 steps, we retain memories for much
longer (Fig 6c), indicating our grid code allows efficient storage and retrieval of episodic memories.
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(a) One-shot learning
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(b) Zero-shot link inference
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(c) Long term memories
Figure 6: Prediction accuracy for different box widths. (a), (b) are previously unseen links only. Black
dashed line is chance. (a) Attractor network is immediately able to retrieve Hebbian memories. (b)
Unobserved graph links are inferred, implying the network has successfully learned and generalised
structural knowledge. (c) Memories are successfully retrieved a long time after initial storage.
To reiterate, no representations are hard-coded. Place-like representations are learned in the attractor.
Grid-like (and other entorhinal) representations are learned in the generative temporal model. These
emerge from end-to-end training. These grid-like representations allow zero shot inference in new
worlds demonstrating structural generalisation.
5 Analysis of data from a remapping experiment
Our framework predicts place cells and grid cells retain their relationship across environments,
allowing generalisation of structure encoded by grid cells. We empirically test this prediction in
data from a remapping experiment [6] where both place and grid cells were recorded from rats
in two different environments. The environments were of the same dimensions (1m by 1m) but
differed in their sensory (texture/visual/olfactory) cues so the animals could distinguish between
them. Each of seven rats has recordings from both environments. Recordings on each day consist
of five twenty-minute trials in the environments: the first and last trials in one environment and the
intervening three trials in a second environment.
5.1 Methods
We test the prediction that a given place cell retains its relationship with a given grid cell across
environments using two measures. First, whether grid cell activity at the position of peak place cell
activity is correlated across environments (gridAtPlace), and second, whether the minimum distance
between the peak place cell activity and a peak of grid cell activity is correlated across environments
(minDist; normalised to corresponding grid scale). To account for potential confounds or biases (e.g.
border effects, inaccurate peaks), we fit the recorded grid cell rate maps to an idealised grid cell
equation [36], and use this ideal grid rate map to give grid cell firing rates and locations of grid peaks.
Only grid cells with high grid scores (> 0.8) were used to ensure good ideal grid fits to the data, and
we excluded grid cells with large scales (> 50cm), both computed as in [6]. Locations of place cell
peaks were simply defined as the location of maximum activity in a given cell’s rate map. To account
for border effects, we removed place cells that had peaks close to borders (< 10cm from a border).
Our framework predicts a preserved relationship between place and grid cells of the same spatial
scale (module). However, since we do not know the modules of the recorded cells, we can only
expect a non-random relationship across the entire population. For each measure, we compute its
value for every place cell-grid cell pair (from two trials). A correlation across trials is then performed
on these values. To test the significance of this correlation and ensure it is not driven by bias in the
data, we generate a null distribution by randomly shifting the place cell rate maps and recomputing
the measures and their correlation across trials. We then examine where the correlation of the
non-shuffled data lies relative to the null.
5.2 Results
We present analyses for both the gridAtPlace measure (Fig 7a) and the minDist measure (Fig 7b).
The scatter plots show the correlation of a given measure across trials, where each point is a place
cell-grid cell pair. The histogram plots show where this correlation (green line) lies relative to the
null distribution of correlation coefficients. The p value is the proportion of the null distribution that
is greater than the unshuffled correlation.
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Figure 7: (a), (b) Data analysis results: top panels are for within environment analyses, bottom panels
across environment analyses. (c) Black/ Red: Data/ Model. Top: gridAtPlace across environments.
Bottom: Scatter of elements of correlation matrices across environments.
As a sanity check, we first confirm these measures are significantly correlated within environments
(i.e. across two visits to the same environment - trials 1 and 5), when the cell populations should not
have remapped (see Fig 7a, top and 7b, top). We then test across environments (i.e. two different
environments - trials 1 and 4), to asses whether our predicted non-random remapping relationship
between grid and place cells exists (Fig 7a, bottom and 7b, bottom). Here we also find significant
correlations for both measures for the 115 place cell-grid cell pairs. We note the gridAtPlace result
holds across environments (p < 0.005) when not fitting an ideal grid and using a wide range of grid
score cut-offs (minDist not calculated without the ideal grid due to inaccurate grid peaks). Finally
performing the across environment gridAtPlace analysis with our model rate maps (Fig 7c top), we
observe correlations of 0.3-0.35, which are consistent with that of the data.
To share structure, the relationship between grid cells should be preserved across environments. The
grid cell correlation matrix is preserved (i.e. itself correlated) across environments (p < 0.001 from
null), both in the data [6] as well as in our model (Fig 7c bottom). These results are consistent with
the notion that grid cells encode generalisable structural knowledge.
These are the first analyses demonstrating non-random place cell remapping based on neural activity,
and provide evidence for a key prediction of our model: that place cells, despite remapping across
environments, retain their relationship with grid cells.
6 Conclusions
We proposed a mechanism for generalisation of structure inspired by the hippocampal-entorhinal
system. We proposed that one can generalise state-space statistics via explicit separation of structure
and stimuli, while using a conjunctive representation with fast memory to link the two. We proposed
that spatial hierarchies are utilised to allow for an efficient combinatorial code. We have shown
that hierarchical grid-like and place-like representations emerge naturally from our model in a
purely unsupervised learning setting. We have shown that these representations are effective at both
generalising the state-space (zero-shot link inference), but also for hierarchical memory addressing.
We have proposed that entorhinal cortex provides a basis set for describing the current transition
structure, unifying many entorhinal cell types. We have suggested that spatial coding is just one
instance of a broader framework organising knowledge. Our framework incorporates numerous
phenomena or functions ascribed to the hippocampal formation (spatial cognition and representations,
conceptual knowledge representation, hierarchical representations, episodic memory, inference, and
generalisation). We have also presented experimental evidence that demonstrates grid and place
cells retain their relationships across environment, which supports our model assumptions. We hope
that this work can provide new insights that will allow for advances in AI, as well as providing new
predictions, constraints and understanding in Neuroscience.
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A Additional model details
We denote a layer of activations with vector notation e.g. pt or p
f
t for a given frequency. Otherwise variables
with subscripts s and/ or j represent elements of the corresponding vector e.g. pft,s,j - a place cell in frequency
f of (compressed) sensory preference s and of grid preference j. We use w to denote scalar weights, W for
matrices and b for biases. The sensory data xt is a one-hot vector where each of its ns elements xt,s represent a
particular sensory identity s. This sensory data is later compressed to dimension ns∗ . We consider place and
grid cells, pt and gt respectively, to come in different frequencies indexed by the superscript f . A grid cell in a
given frequency is denoted by gft,j , where the index j is over the number of grid cells in that frequency. A place
cell also has a particular (compressed) sensory preference - we denote this by pft,s,j where the index j is over the
number of ’phases’ in that frequency (nf ), i.e. there are nfns∗ place cells for frequency f . Note there may be
more than nf grid cells per frequency due to the function fg(gt) (see below).
A.1 Generative model
Grid cell generation. We chose the function fµg (· · · ) to be linear, but thresholded at ±1. fσg (· · · ) is a simple
MLP and fD(· · · ) similarly.
Place cell generation. pθ (pt | Mt−1,gt) = N (µ(Mt−1,gt), σ(Mt−1,gt) where µ(Mt−1,gt) is the re-
trieved memory, and σ is a simple MLP of µ. The input to the attractor network, fg(gt), we define as a subset
of gt repeated appropriately to have the correct dimensions (for each frequency).
Data generation. pθ (xt | pt) is a categorical distribution. We define fx(· · · ) to be
softmax
(
fc∗
(∑f∗
f w
f
x
∑
j p
f
t,s,j + bx
))
, summing over ’phases’, where wfx is a learnable parame-
ter for each frequency and fc∗ is a MLP for ’decompressing’ into the correct input dimensions. We choose f∗ to
be 0 (i.e. only include highest frequency).
A.2 Inference network
Place cell inference. qφ (pt | x≤t,gt). We describe the process to obtain the mean of this distribution first. We
treat these neurons as a conjunction between sensorium and structural information from the grid cells. To obtain
the sensorium we first compress our one-hot encoding of instantaneous data fc(· · · ), which we choose to be a two-
hot encoding (or a learnable encoding). We then exponentially smooth this with xft = (1−αf )xft−1+αffc(xt)
into different temporal scales using learnable smoothing constants αf . We then normalise each frequency with
fn(x
f
t ), where fn() demeans then applies a relu followed by unit normalisation. We combine conjunctively
with µt = fp(g˜t · x˜t) where g˜ft,s,j = fg(g)ft,j and x˜ft,s,j = wfpfn(xft )s i.e. repeated ns∗ and tiled nf times
respectively to have the correct dimensions. The distribution’s variance, σ, is given by a MLP with input
[fn(x
f
t ),g
f
t ]. We choose the fp to be a leaky relu to ensure the only neurons active are those ’consistent’ with
both the sensorium and the structural information. This also sparsifies our memories and prevents interference.
Grid cell inference. We describe the optional additional distribution qφ (gt | x≤t,Mt−1) further. It provides
information on location from the current sensorium. Since memories are a conjunction between location and
sensorium, a memory contains information regarding location. We use x˜t as the input to the attractor network to
retrieve the memory associated with the current sensorium. We use a, per frequency, MLP from the retrieved
memory to give the mean of the distribution. The variance of the distribution is a function of the length of the
retrieved memory, as well as how well the retrieved memory is able to reproduce the sensorium, i.e. if we are
able to successfully retrieve a memory, we can be more confident that our memory is informative on current
location. This factored distribution is a Gaussian with a precision weighted mean - i.e. we refine our generated
location estimate with sensory information.
A.3 Hebbian memories
Each time the agent enters a new environment, the Hebbian memory , Mt, is reset to be empty (all weights zero).
The exact Hebbian learning rule we choose is somewhat arbitrary, in that there are many other types of Hebbian
learning rules which we found to be effective. Some other examples are Mt = λMt−1+η(pit−pgt )g˜Tt or
Mt = λMt−1+η(pit p
i
t
T − pgt pgt T ).
When using the sensorium to constrain the grid code, we can either use the same memory matrix as the generative
case (as the brain presumably does), or we can use a separate memory matrix. Best results (and those presented)
were when two separate matrices were used. We used the following learning rule for the inference based matrix:
M∗t = λM
∗
t−1+η(p
i
t−pxt )(pit+pxt )T , where pxt is the retrieved memory with the sensorium as input to the
attractor. This second matrix did not have any restrictions on its connectivity.
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A.4 Training
We wish to learn the parameters for both the generative model and inference network, θ and φ, by
maximising the ELBO, a lower bound on ln pθ (x≤T ). Following [17] (Section E), we obtain a free
energy F = ∑Tt=1 Eqφ(g<t,p<t|x<t) [Jt], with Jt = Eqφ(... )[ln pθ (xt | pt) + ln pθ(pt|Mt−1,gt)qφ(pt|x≤t,gt) +
ln
pθ(gt|gt−1)
qφ(gt|x≤t,Mt−1,gt−1)
] as a per time-step free energy. We use the variational autoencoder framework [23, 33]
to optimise this generative temporal model.
B Implementation details
Although we have presented a Bayesian formulation, best results (those presented) were obtained by using a
network of the identical architecture, however only using the means of the above distributions - i.e. not sampling
from the distributions. We use the following surrogate loss function: Ltotal =
∑
t Lxt + Lgt + Lpt with
Lxt being a cross entropy loss, and LpT and LgT are squared error losses between ’inferred’ and ’generated’
variables - in an equivalent way to the Bayesian energy function. We augment with a next time-step prediction
loss, as well as a prediction loss from the inferred grid cells. An additional squared error loss between the
inferred memory and the retrieved memory given sensory input is used, should that module be included. We note
that, like [11], a higher ratio of grid to band cells is observed if additional l2 regularisation of grid cell activity is
used.
We use backpropagation through time truncated to 25 steps, and optimise with ADAM [22] with a learning
rate that is annealed from 1e − 3 to 1e − 4. We use ns = 45, ns∗ = 10 and 5 different frequencies, with
nf as [10, 10, 8, 6, 6]. Our environments are square with possible widths [8, 10, 12]. The agent changes to a
completely new environment after a certain number of steps (∼ 2000-5000). The agent has a slight bias for
straight paths to facilitate equal exploration. λ and η are set to 0.9999 and 0.5 respectively. at is a direction
signal, where the agent can move, up, down, left, right or stay still. Initially we down-weight costs not associated
with prediction. We do not train on vertices that the agent has not seen before. Code will be made available at
http://www.github.com/djcrw/generalising-structural-knowledge.
For all simulations presented above, we use the additional memory module in grid cell inference. We do so
using two separate memory matrices. For simulations involving object vector cells, we also use an extra factored
distribution in grid cell inference: qφ (gt | st) - where st is an indicator telling the network if it is at the location
of a ’shiny’ state. We also remove at from the generative model, but it is still included in the inference network -
i.e. two different distributions for grid transitions, one with direction information (inference) and one without
(generative). We do this so that the generative model can more easily capture the true underlying transition
statistics.
Typically after 200 − 300 environments, the agent has fully learned the structure. This equates to ∼ 50000
gradient updates. There are many simple extensions to improve performance, at the expense of computation, e.g.
hyper-parameter tuning, normalisation for the attractor ([3, 4]).
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C Grid cell representations
Here we show learned grid cells. Note the distinct frequency modules. These cells are not all from the same
model or environment size.
Figure 8: Higher frequency grid cells
Figure 9: Middle frequency grid cells
Figure 10: Lower frequency grid cells
15
D Place cell representations
Here we show learned place cells. Note the distinct frequency modules. These cells are not all from the same
model or environment size.
Figure 11: Higher frequency place cells
Figure 12: Middle frequency place cells
Figure 13: Lower frequency place cells
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E Derivation of variational lower bound
We follow the derivation from [17]. Exploiting Jensen’s inequality, we can re-write as the following
ln pθ (x≤t) ≥ E
qφ(p≤t,g≤t|x≤t)
ln
pθ
(
x≤t,p≤t,g≤t
)
qφ
(
p≤t,g≤t | x≤t
)
Should we factorise both our generative and recognition distribution temporally as follows
pθ
(
x≤t,p≤t,g≤t
)
=
T∏
t=1
pθ (xt | pt) pθ (pt | gt,Mt−1) pθ
(
gt | gt−1
)
qφ
(
p≤t,g≤t | x≤t
)
=
T∏
t=1
qφ
(
pt,gt | x≤t,p<t,g<t
)
We can then write things as the following
ln pθ (x≤t) ≥ E
qφ(p≤t,g≤t|x≤t)
T∑
t=1
Jt
Where
ln
pθ
(
xt | x<t,p≤t,g≤t
)
pθ
(
pt | x<t,p<t,g≤t
)
pθ
(
gt | x<t,p<t,g<t
)
qφ
(
pt,gt | x≤t,p<t,g<t
) = Jt
Thus
ln pθ (x≤t) ≥ E
qφ(p≤t,g≤t|x≤t)
T∑
t=1
Jt
=
∫
qφ (pt,gt | x1)
∫
...
∫
qφ
(
pT ,gT | x≤T ,p<T ,g<T
) T∑
t=1
Jt
Since Jt is not a function of elements from the set {pt+1,gt+1,pt+2,gt+2 ...pT ,gT }, we can rewrite the
above equation as the following:
=
∫
qφ (pt,gt | x1) J1
∫
qφ (p2,g2 | x≤2,p1,g1) ...
∫
qφ
(
pT ,gT | x≤T ,p<T ,g<T
)
+
∫
qφ (pt,gt | x1)
∫
qφ (p2,g2 | x≤2,p1,g1) J2...
∫
qφ
(
pT ,gT | x≤T ,p<T ,g<T
)
+ ...
+
∫
qφ (pt,gt | x1)
∫
qφ (p2,g2 | x≤2,p1,g1) ...
∫
qφ
(
pT ,gT | x≤T ,p<T ,g<T
)
JT
All inner integrals integrate to 1, and so we are left with the following:
F =
T∑
t=1
E∏t
τ=1 qφ(pτ ,gτ |x≤τ ,p<τ ,g<τ )
[Jt]
This can all we rewritten as:
F =
T∑
t=1
E∏t−1
τ=1 qφ(pτ ,gτ |x≤τ ,p<τ ,g<τ )
[ E
qφ(pt,gt|x≤t,p<t,g<t)
[ln pθ
(
xt | x<t,p≤t,g≤t
)
+ ln pθ
(
pt | x<t,p<t,g≤t
)
+ ln pθ
(
gt | x<t,p<t,g<t
)
− ln qφ
(
pt,gt | x≤t,p<t,g<t
)
]]
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We can see that this is now an per time-step cost function that we can optimise. We now use add in our choice of
distributions. First out generative distribution:
qφ
(
pt,gt | x≤t,p<t,g<t
)
= qφ (pt | x≤t,gt) qφ
(
gt | x≤t,Mt−1,gt−1
)
and now our recognition distribution:
pθ
(
x≤t,p≤t,g≤t
)
= pθ (xt | pt) pθ (pt | gt,Mt−1) pθ
(
gt | gt−1
)
With Mt−1 being the memory (stored in synaptic weights).
We can now simplify to the following:
F =
T∑
t=1
E∏t−1
τ=1 qφ(pτ ,gτ |x≤τ ,p<τ ,g<τ )
[
+ E
qφ(pt,gt|x≤t,p<t,g<t)
[ln pθ (xt | pt)]
− E
qφ(pt,gt|x≤t,p<t,g<t)
DKL(qφ (pt | x≤t,gt) ‖pθ (pt | x<t,gt))
−DKL(pθ
(
gt | x<t,Mt−1,gt−1
) ‖ qφ (gt | x≤t,Mt−1,gt−1))]]
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